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ABSTRACT
Considering the complexity of the design and operation of de-
centralized energy systems, for which cooperation of experts in
different fields is required, and the need for cooperation regardless
of the used technology for multi-physics modeling, the necessity
of distributed co-simulation emerges. In the context of real-time
geographical co-simulation across the globe, various challenges
arise, including communication issues and data privacy concerns.
This paper introduces a novel collaboration method for globally
distributed, real-time co-simulation with increased model privacy
that does not require any further simulation model exchange be-
tween the participants. With the introduced modularization and
the simplified local setup process for the client software, any Func-
tional Mock-up Unit (FMU), e.g. from a physical model, can be
locally integrated into the real-time geographical co-simulation.
The simplicity of using the proposed co-simulation framework is
demonstrated by involving non-experts into the experiments. To
test the efficiency and applicability of the new collaboration ap-
proach, the proposed method is investigated under the aspects of
performance, stability and result accuracy. Study cases are carried
out under real conditions, with a distributed setup spread across
Europe and a long-distance test spanning 14 world time zones. The
outcomes reveal a high level of accuracy of co-simulation results un-
der diverse operational scenarios, all while prioritizing data privacy
and adhering to standard interfaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION
For achieving Net Zero Emissions by 2050, deployment of renewable
energy plays an important role. The incorporation of renewable
heat and transport fuel can significantly curtail emissions in various
sectors, including buildings, industry, and transportation [17]. Rapid
integration of these technologies across different energy domains
is crucial. When coupling different energy domains, the flexibility
of the energy system and trustworthiness of the energy source
increases and simultaneously the impact of energy consumption
on the environment decreases [16]. In order to design and develop
sustainable and efficient energy systems, the planning of operation
strategies is required [15].

Multi-domain energy systems, which involve aspects like en-
ergy supply, consumption, and communication control introduce
complexity, emphasizing the necessity for simulation planning and
strategic approaches [25]. Multi-domain energy systems require
expertise from diverse domains, posing challenges in development
within a single software environment. Co-simulation addresses this
issue by integrating different tools [23].
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In multi-domain energy systems, simulation platforms usually of-
fer good solutions for one energy subdomain, whereas components
of other subdomains are simplified. To simulate a multi-domain
energy system, the necessity for co-simulation exists, where each
expert will develop models in their own domain with suitable soft-
ware, whereas the coupling of subdomains will be handled by a co-
simulation platform. Palensky et al. [22, 23] pointed out challenges
in the multi-domain energy systems, where the fundamentals and
applications of the co-simulation are discussed. A review study of
Alfalouji et al. [2] discussed taxonomic review on co-simulation
applications, tools, reproducibility, and validation of simulations.
Gomes et al. [14] discussed continuous-time, discrete-event and
hybrid, as the combination of the former two co-simulation ap-
proaches. They noted that the main challenges of co-simulation
are modular coupling, stability and accuracy of simulations. Fur-
thermore, Gomes et al. [13] classified features of co-simulation into
non-functional requirements, simulation unit requirements, and
framework requirements.

The coupling of different modules within a co-simulation ap-
proach introduces challenges, including interface definition, scala-
bility, data exchange, and model privacy. So far, most simulations
are generally collected as Functional Mock-Up Unit (FMU)1 and
calculated centrally. Using a centralized co-simulation environment
can lead to the privacy problem, since models are integrated with
the information of their internal structures. For instance, in the elec-
trical power system, although the cooperation and data exchange
between transmission system operator (TSO) and distribution sys-
tem operator (DSO) has been continuously strengthened due to
the increasing amount of renewable generation in the distribution
grid [1, 3], data privacy remains a challenge to be addressed [1]. To
further increase the cooperation and data exchange regarding data
privacy, a decentralized co-simulation environment could help by
only using the necessary data to share between TSOs and DSOs,
and keeping models and underlying data at their respective op-
erators. However, real-world challenges, such as communication
issues, necessitate testing decentralized co-simulation systems over
long distances with real-time applications with regard to system
stability.

Moreover, a distributed co-simulation framework should be eas-
ily usable and applicable to large-scale scenarios without sacrificing
speed. Balancing simulation speedup and accuracy is a crucial con-
sideration that cannot be compromised [9]. For example, Mosaik
[26], a Python-based co-simulation platform, is suitable for small
andmedium-scale simulations supporting distributed co-simulation
and capable of simulating continuous and discrete event simula-
tions [21]. However, scalability becomes a significant concern for
large-scale simulations [4]. Another widely used co-simulation plat-
form is HELICS [24], tailored for large-scale power grid scenarios.
The software platform is compatible for parallel computing and
scalable [5]. Nevertheless, both platforms are code-based, leading
to time-consuming simulation setup processes and programming
knowledge is required to be able to co-simulate. Furthermore, we
set model and data privacy as highly important in a co-simulation
environment, since large-scale complex systems require input and
knowledge from various expert domains to be coupled, while at

1https://fmi-standard.org/

the same time respecting intellectual property. This aspect is often
not pointed out in literature when it comes to co-simulation.

Given the aforementioned challenges, there is a crucial need
for an easy-to-use framework capable of stable long distance dis-
tributed co-simulation while prioritizing data privacy. Therefore,
we introduce a new method for the collaboration of experts in
different domains to enhance complex system co-simulation. This
is accomplished with the Energy System Co-Simulation (eCoSim)
module within the Energy system Analysis, Simulation, Modeling,
Optimization and Visualization (eASiMOV) software framework, as
detailed in [7, 9, 10]. The eCoSim co-simulation software facilitates
easy configuration, allowing interactive setup procedures in a dis-
tributed environment while ensuring data privacy of the modules.
These features are further improved by the presented approach.
Model privacy plays an important role, thus in the presented ap-
proach, experts do not need to share their own model with others
to participate in the collaborative complex system co-simulation.
Moreover, an easy setup procedure is important, so that partic-
ipating experts in the co-simulation do not require any further
programming knowledge. To test the ease of use of the underlying
co-simulation framework and of the proposed collaboration ap-
proach, three non-experts in the field of co-simulation were invited
to participate in the experiments in the context of this study. For
this, we provide real-time long distance distributed co-simulation
study cases, conducted using eCoSim for coupling energy system
related simulation modules distributed over Germany, Serbia, Sin-
gapore, Turkey, and the USA. Further, the framework’s capabilities
regarding the stability of the system and correctness of the results
is assessed. With its easy use and modular structure, the framework
not only facilitates real-time distributed co-simulations but also
ensures data privacy since the model encapsulation in FMUs exists
and keeps the simulation models at the participants, respectively.
Consequently, it enhances interoperability among experts and in-
stitutions in diverse domains, such as the energy and automobile
sectors, which utilize distinct software solutions.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2,
the methodology, with an emphasis on distributed computing and
collaborative co-simulation considering the proposed method, is
described. To evaluate the viability of the proposed method, dif-
ferent use cases are presented in Section 3 before discussing the
results in Section 4. Finally, the results are concluded and a brief
outlook on our future work is given in Section 5.

2 METHODOLOGY
In this section, the basics of co-simulation and related standards
and protocols are introduced. The new concept for collaborative
co-simulation is presented as a new method for the implemented
distributed co-simulation environment.

2.1 Co-Simulation Basics
Fundamentally, co-simulation consists of multiple simulation mod-
ules and a master, whereas modules represent models and corre-
sponding solvers. The master manages and coordinates the com-
munication between the modules.

To perform a co-simulation, orchestration of multiple models and
solvers grouped in modules is needed. That is done by a simulation
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master, which acts as a superordinate instance and manages the
order of the simulation modules. The simulation master defines the
coupling timing, also called macro-step, which describes a fixed
point in time where the data exchange between the modules is
done. At this point in time, the simulation master receives all the
results of the previous time-step from the modules and sends the
data for the calculation of the next time-step to the modules. This
coupling timing must be respected by all modules, and it depends
on the module that simulates the longest. The simulation that is
executed within each module still has its own step-size. This is
called micro-step and is set individually for each module.

The orchestration of the modules is not only important to orga-
nize the modules for solving the given simulation but also to solve
a possible algebraic loop, which can appear when modules need
information from each other at the same time-step. This challenge
can be handled in a parallel or sequential manner, described in [23].
For errors that appear due to these procedures, the authors describe
an iterative approach where each module is solved multiple times
during the same time-step.

For the purpose of data exchange between modules, a common
standard has been established, known as Functional Mock-Up Inter-
face (FMI) [6, 20]. It enables encapsulation of a model as a black-box
model called FMU and provides functions to access its input and
output values. Even though the FMU model can be regarded as
a black-box, there are still reasons to limit the access to it, like
restricting access to the FMU itself or its contents [8].

2.2 Distributed Computing Environment
For the distributed computing environment, the eCoSim software
module [7] of the eASiMOV framework is used. The co-simulation
framework is programmed in Java and can be executed with the
Java Virtual Machine (JVM) on any operating system (OS). The sim-
ulation master coordinates the simulation by sending and receiving
messages from the simulation modules. The simulation modules are
standalone simulators implemented according to the FMI standard.
Therefore, the models are exported as .fmu files, and implemented
in eCoSim. The communication between the simulation modules
is done through the master and thus have no direct connection to
each other. Thus, a simulation module has no direct access to the
data or structure of the other simulation modules. Together with
the black-box properties of FMUs, this feature further preserves
possible privacy concerns for decentralized co-simulations.

Additionally, each simulation module opens a connection to a
database to store simulation results and metadata like calculation
time, used memory and others. The database can be deployed on
a computer independent of the computers running the master or
the simulation modules. This leads to a three-level-architecture
consisting of client, master, and database. The communication pro-
tocol used in eCoSim, as described in [9], is based on TCP for its
built-in mechanisms for data re-transmission. For the simulation,
the simulation master acts as a TCP-Server that the simulation
modules connect to as TCP-Clients.

2.3 Collaborative Co-Simulation
The collaborative workflow is based on the communication proto-
col developed in [9]. In that previous study, there are two options to

start a collaborative co-simulation. In the first option, every FMU
containing a simulationmodule is sent to the co-simulation adminis-
trator to configure the simulation and run it locally on one computer.
Although no underlying physical models are exchanged this way,
the owner of the model still needs to hand over the standalone FMU,
which can be reverse engineered or used in applications outside the
co-simulation scope afterward, thus increasing the vulnerability
of the intellectual property. Additionally, this approach leads to
a big organizational overhead when considering larger-scale co-
simulations with a high number of contributing participants. In the
second option, every participant needs the entire code base installed
on their computer to register their simulation module. This option
allows a distributed co-simulation, but has the disadvantages of
source code sharing and requires knowledge of the relevant parts of
the source code from the participants. To mitigate these issues, we
present a new method for improved collaboration that additionally
increases model privacy.

The new simulation setup is divided into a standalone configura-
tion phase and a simulation phase. In the configuration phase, the
simulation administrator configures the simulation in a graphical
user interface. Instead of sending their FMU files, the participants
send the information for the required input and output interfaces
of their simulation module to the simulation administrator. This
increases the data privacy, as only the interface information and
data resulting from the simulations have to be exchanged. After-
ward, the simulation administrator sends an executable file and the
information about the simulation setup to the participants, which
is used for the simulation phase. Thus, the simulation setup in-
volvement for the participants is reduced to sharing their interface
information.

In the simulation phase, the master signals the start of the sim-
ulation to the participants. To prepare for this, the participants
need their simulation module ready as a FMU and the simulation
setup sent by the simulation administrator. Inside the simulation
setup, each participant needs to change the network parameters
of their own simulation to connect to the master module and up-
date the path of the FMU on their computer, so that the received
executable can access the interfaces of the model defined in the
FMU. Afterward, the simulation module is ready to participate in
the collaborative co-simulation by running an executable. When
the simulation terminates, the simulation administrator can then
extract the simulation results from the database and share them
with the participants for further analysis.

Compared to the previous approach, the technical know-how re-
quired for a participant is reduced to a minimum. Knowledge about
the eCoSim software code or programming in general is no longer
required to participate in a co-simulation. Neither is there a need to
share source code to the participants, which further eases the work-
flow for a collaborative co-simulation. With this approach, each
participant can configure and setup their models for a collaborative
co-simulation in their preferred OS and modeling environment. The
participants do not need to share those resulting simulation models
in order to participate in the co-simulation. This ensures model and
data privacy for the participants. To show the correctness using this
collaborative and distributed approach, the framework is evaluated
with non-experts in the co-simulation domain in the following case
studies.
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To validate the new approach from a stability and data protec-
tion perspective, case studies are presented in the following section,
including collaborative co-simulations with inexperienced partici-
pants from different parts of the world using the method described
above to further test the usability of the approach and correctness
of the software.

3 CASE STUDIES
In this section a simple multi-physics model of a building com-
prising models for building envelope, ventilation, heating, and the
weather data module is introduced. The co-simulation model is
exported as four single FMUs and used for real-world experiments
over long distances. The simulation period for each study case is
31 days, with a resolution of one minute per time-step.

3.1 Simple Multi-Physics Model
Since the energy system models are not the focus of this study,
only a simple model is utilized to evaluate the collaborative co-
simulation approach. Extensive analysis of coupled energy sys-
tems with co-simulation techniques are presented in [11] using
the eASiMOV-eCoSim co-simulation software for a comparative
analysis of district multi-energy systems with 3840 variants.

For experimentingwith geographically distributed co-simulation,
a minimalistic modular energy-building model is developed that is
derived from [19]. An overview of the Dymola model can be found
in the appendix Figure 4. The system consists of four parts: building
model, weather data, heating control and ventilation control. The
first two parts are modeled in Dymola using the IDEAS library [18],
and the latter two in matlab simulink. The building model repre-
sents the physical behavior of a building in its entirety. It consists of
the resistance-capacitance thermal building envelope [12], a respec-
tive representation of the window, and utilizes a pump, radiator
and heat exchanger for heating. Furthermore, for ventilation pur-
poses, a fan, heat exchanger and damper are employed. The control
signals for heating and ventilation are represented by a hysteresis.
The control signal for heating is set when the temperature in the
room reaches 21 ◦C and heating is switched off at a temperature of
23 ◦C. Accordingly, the control signal for ventilation is set when the
temperature in the room reaches 25 ◦C and switched off when the
temperature drops to 23 ◦C. Input signals for the building model
are damper and pressure control signals for ventilation, pump, and
heat exchanger control signal for heating, and weather data as the
outside temperature and solar irradiation. The output of the build-
ing model is measured temperature in the room. This signal is used
as an input signal for both controllers.

3.2 Local Co-Simulation Setup as Reference
To compare simulation results and runtime behavior of geographi-
cally distributed co-simulations, we conducted a co-simulation in a
local setup (LS). To set up LS, the simulation modules are exported
as FMUs and organized as a co-simulation with the interactive mod-
eling tool and simulated as a co-simulation in eCoSim on a singular
computer. The master orchestrates the co-simulation of the mod-
ules (house, heating, weather, ventilation) locally. The simulation
results will serve as a reference for comparison to the case studies.

3.3 Case Studies: Long Distance Tests
The system behavior of the co-simulation is investigated with a
geographically long distance (LD) connection setup. For this, two
cases are defined with variations in their locations (LD-1 and LD-2).
For classification, we represent test cases as a set of pairs defined
by Location and Simulation-Modules, representing the FMUs for
heating, ventilation, house, weather, and the master as introduced
in Section 3.1.

The locations of the simulators are selected to combine local and
global sites, whereas all data communication is routed via Virtual
Private Network (VPN) over the KIT network to enable secure and
stable data exchange. In detail the global sites are Germany (DEU),
USA (Charlotte), Singapore (SGP), Turkey (TUR), Serbia (SRB). The
local sites in Germany are within of a 15 km radius of KIT (Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology), namely the cities Stutensee, Bruchsal and
Karlsruhe. The nominal speed of each participant in the geograph-
ically long distance co-simulation testing is indicated in Table 1
whereas Figure 1 illustrates the locations of the participants for both
long distance tests LD-1 and LD-2. The assignment of simulation
modules to locations is shown in Table 2.

Table 1: Nominal internet connection speeds of participants

Location-Global SGP/Singapore USA/Charlotte TUR/Istanbul SRB/Belgrade
Internet Speed 1 Gbit/s 300Mbit/s 16Mbit/s 65Mbit/s

Locations (DEU) Karlsruhe Bruchsal Stutensee KIT (Egg-Leo)
Internet Speed 250Mbit/s 100Mbit/s 1 Gbit/s 400 Gbit/s

Figure 1: Co-Simulation setup of the globally and locally
distributed simulators for long distance experiments LD-1
(red dashed lines) and LD-2 (blue dashed lines).

Table 2: Cases for long distance co-simulation testing

Modules House Ventilation Weather Heating Master

Case LD-1 TUR-Istanbul SRB-Belgrade DEU-Stutensee SRB-Belgrade DEU-Karlsruhe
Case LD-2 DEU-Bruchsal DEU-Stutensee SGP-Singapore USA-Charlotte DEU-Karlsruhe

The test cases can be characterized as follows: Case LD-1 serves
as a European experiment connecting three European countries,
where one participant has a slow internet connection. Case LD-2 is
an intercontinental long distance test, spanning over 14 world time
zones, and integrates global and local testing sites.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, first, the co-simulation results for all case studies
are analyzed and compared to the local reference. To analyze the
geographically distributed aspects, the behavior of the system is
then examined with regard to data transfer times and runtime of
the reference configuration, introduced as the local setup (LS), and
the long distance tests (LD). The strengths and weaknesses of the
proposed approach are discussed. The case study for LS is carried
out on a standard laptop computer with Intel® Core™ i7-1255U
CPU @ 1.70GHz and 16GB installed ram. This is also the laptop
where the master is located for the LD-1 and LD-2 cases.

4.1 Comparison of the Simulation Results
To validate the simulation results of the distributed energy system
simulation in eCoSim, we compare the time series of the target
value controlled room temperature for the long distance tests with
the local co-simulation results.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of room temperature for the local
setup LS and the long distance tests LD-1, LD-2. The tests are
examined for 31 simulation days, whereas Figure 2 shows an excerpt
of 7 days. All simulation results for the target value are identical
for all simulation runs of all configurations up to the 12th decimal
number. Thus, the sum of the absolute differences of the study case
time series compared to the reference system time series is zero.
This is a strong indicator that the eCoSim co-simulation software
delivers correct simulation results and thus proves to be suitable for
long distance collaborative real-time co-simulation with emphasis
on data privacy.

Jul 13 Jul 14 Jul 15 Jul 16 Jul 17 Jul 18 Jul 19

2019   

296

296.5

297

297.5

298

298.5

299

Figure 2: Simulation results for the controlled room tem-
perature across global long-distance tests (LD) and local co-
simulation (LS) for 7 days.

4.2 Runtime Analysis of Local Simulation
Interestingly, we register random swapping of the simulation du-
rations for each simulation, which can be seen recorded with a
Java profiler in the appendix Figure 5. A possible explanation is the

behavior of the OS and the garbage collection of the JVM. Looking
into the histogram for the computation time of the master and the
simulation modules for each time step, reveals more behavior of
the master module (see appendix Figure 6). The simulation modules
are all close to each other in regard to the frequency for the dura-
tion of a time-step. Only the master shows outliers in the range
of 4000-6000 ms. These outliers are caused by the aforementioned
garbage collection of the JVM. This is also supported when looking
at the CPU usage and used heap memory of LS as seen in Figure 3.
Spikes in CPU usage coincide with the clearing of the used heap
memory space by the garbage collection of the JVM. The duration
for the whole simulation is about 26 minutes with a total of 44 640
time-steps. The duration for one simulation step is the same as the
duration of the master, as it coordinates the simulation and can
only finish with the current time-step after each simulation module
has finished its calculation for that time-step.

Figure 3: The CPU and heap memory usage of the local setup
(LS) tracked with the Java profiler VisualVM for the master.
The top part shows the CPU usage, while the bottom part
shows the heap memory space.

The duration of a time-step is dependent on the underlyingmodel
and its simulation configuration. For our simple multi-physics
model, used for the case studies, the average time-step needs 30 ms.
Looking further into the data of LS and the configuration of the
whole co-simulation, it can be deduced that the lower bound for a
time-step consists of the time the house module needs plus the next
longest lasting module. The house module needs the input from the
three other simulation modules for its calculation. Because of this,
the simulation pipeline order calculates the three other modules
in parallel before the house module is calculated. Therefore, the
slowest module of weather, ventilation, and heating plus the follow-
ing calculation of the house module determines the duration of a
time-step. The lower bound of LS also determines the lower bound
for the LD test cases as, excluding round-trip times for network
communication, the same simulation configuration is used.

4.3 Runtime Analysis of Long Distance Tests
Besides the accuracy of the results, run time is also considered. For
LD-1 (see appendix Figure 7) the histograms show higher duration
times for the master and modules due to the roundtrip time over
the network. Especially for the house module, there are multiple
duration times over the 2000 ms second mark. These are most likely
caused by the slow network connection of the participant of the
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Table 3: Statistical indicators for the run times of the simu-
lation modules in the local (LS) and the two long-distance
co-simulation tests LD-1 and LD-2.

Modules S.I. House Ventilation Weather Heating Master

Case LS Mean [ms] 12.24 12.02 13.71 13.89 33.44
Median [ms] 13.00 12.00 13.00 13.00 31.00

Case LD-1 Mean [ms] 129.01 70.83 53.22 68.20 208.41
Median [ms] 119.00 60.00 44.00 58.00 188.00

Case LD-2 Mean [ms] 53.43 57.82 332.76 138.31 387.61
Median [ms] 52.00 41.00 280.00 137.00 333.00

house module, as these coincide at the same location in duration
in the master module. The impact of the JVM is also significantly
reduced in this case compared to the master in the LS case. Due to
the distributed configuration, the memory load in the computer the
master runs on, is reduced and the JVM interferes less.

The long distance co-simulation test LD-2 shows similar re-
sults when looking at the histograms (see appendix Figure 8). The
weather module located in Singapore has two big outliers with a
duration of 38 seconds and 60 seconds respectively, which can also
be seen in the histogram of the master module. Looking into the
data, these two values are consecutive time-steps which leads to the
assumption, that this was caused by a congestion in that network.
This shows that eCoSim can handle these without stopping the
simulation or having a reduced quality in the results.

The mean and median runtime values of each module for both
long-distance co-simulation setups are shown in Table 3.

4.4 Discussion
To evaluate our collaborative co-simulation approach, we intercon-
nected models and simulations over 14 world time zones, namely
located in Germany, Serbia, Singapore, Turkey, and the USA as
physical locations for long distance (LD) test cases. Since the LD-1
and LD-2 are evaluated on a long distance, an easy setup proce-
dure is necessary to efficiently organize and evaluate co-simulations
with all participants. Nevertheless, using our approach, participants
do not need to have any knowledge about programming to con-
tribute to the co-simulation setup. The correctness of the simulation
results could be verified in the LD tests with three participating
non-experts in the field of co-simulation from the USA, Turkey,
and Singapore. They were able to set up the assigned FMU modules
and take part in the co-simulation successfully, for which they only
had to enter the internet connection data of the eCoSim master
and start the client software. The models are all located at their
respective participant, and thus no model information other than
the simulation data previously defined by the interfaces was shared.

The results from the LD cases show that eCoSim is able to operate
and deliver correct co-simulation results under high fluctuations of
data transfer delays and big spatial distances of the participating
simulation modules. Poor internet connections in LD-1 from Turkey
and network congestion in LD-2 from Singapore have also been
handled successfully by eCoSim. However, the LD-2 case needed a
few restarts during testing to get a full simulation run of 31 days
because of disconnecting modules. A disconnected module leads
to an error state in the co-simulation necessitating a restart, as a
failure recovery feature is currently under development at the time
of this study. The only negatively impacted technical aspect is the

higher runtime for each time-step and therefore increased duration
of the overall simulation. Though this is expected with the higher
roundtrip time between the simulation modules in the LD-cases
compared to the local reference LS. Moreover, it can be concluded
that the simulation is stable since the simulation results of these
tests are equivalent up to the 12th decimal number compared to
the reference LS-case. The advantage of the presented approach
is the high degree of model and data privacy, so that no model
or FMU has to be exchanged, and the participants can take part
in the co-simulation directly from their own local modeling and
computing environment.

5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
To effectively simulate complex multi-domain systems, the neces-
sity for a suitable co-simulation software platform is identified. This
platform enables modules modeled in different environments to be
coupled and simulated together. Additionally, data privacy concerns
are addressed in this platform, allowing each model to contribute to
a complex system co-simulation without revealing internal model
topology. To tackle these challenges, the eCoSim co-simulation en-
vironment and a new collaborative workflow are introduced for
distributed co-simulations. The preservation of data privacy of each
module is ensured by only sharing necessary interface specification
and no other models or files. Additionally, the master is the only one
knowing the model coupling structure of the complex multi-domain
system, without comprehending the internal structure of each mod-
ule. In this way, each expert can develop its own models in familiar
environments and couple them, without sharing its own models, to
contribute to a complex system co-simulation. Furthermore, there is
no required programming knowledge for model developers, which
enables an easy setup procedure in the suitable operating system
for each participant. To evaluate that the collaborative approach
delivers correct simulation results, we built a co-simulation setup
that is used for multiple case studies. A simple multi-physics model
is described as a base model for the case studies, consisting of a local
setup (LS) and long distance (LD). The new collaboration approach
with eCoSim is tested successfully under these case studies, which
are compared to a local setup used as a reference case. In the long
distance tests, participants from the USA, Germany, Serbia, Turkey,
and Singapore simulated together, including three non-experts in
the field of co-simulation. The correctness of all simulation results
show the performance of eCoSim as a framework for distributed
collaborative co-simulations with data privacy.

For future work, development on the co-simulation framework
will be continued to further lowering the barrier to participate in a
co-simulation. Other planned features include more flexibility of
the modules by testing their setup without the need for the other
participants, and failure recovery for disconnecting modules. In ad-
dition, the simple multi-physics model will be replaced by a highly
scaled sector coupling simulation setup involving heating, gas and
electrical networks in residential neighborhoods and urban areas,
including complex building models and corresponding controls.
The co-simulation framework will serve as a basis for the optimiza-
tion and analysis of coupled energy systems in collaboration with
project partners.
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APPENDIX
Energy Building Model

House FMU

Weather FMU

Ventilation FMU

Heating FMU

Figure 4: Modular Energy-Building Model used for the experiments for distributed simulation coupling.

Evaluation of Local Setup (LS)

Figure 5: Evaluation of the runtimes for the local setup (LS): Average calculation times for the master and the modules for
heating, ventilation, weather, and house.
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Runtime Histograms

(a) House, 250 Mbit/s
DEU-Karlsruhe

(b) Ventilation, 250 Mbit/s
DEU-Karlsruhe

(c) Weather, 250 Mbit/s
DEU-Karlsruhe

(d) Heating, 250 Mbit/s
DEU-Karlsruhe

(e) Master, 250 Mbit/s
DEU-Karlsruhe

Figure 6: Histograms of runtimes for each module in the local co-simulation test LS.

(a) House, 16 Mbit/s
TUR-Istanbul

(b) Ventilation, 65 Mbit/s
SRB-Belgrade

(c) Weather, 1 Gbit/s
DEU-Stutensee

(d) Heating, 65 Mbit/s
SRB-Belgrade

(e) Master, 250 Mbit/s
DEU-Karlsruhe

Figure 7: Histograms of runtimes for each module in the European long distance co-simulation test LD-1.

(a) House, 100 Mbit/s
DEU-Bruchsal

(b) Ventilation, 1 Gbit/s
DEU-Stutensee

(c) Weather, 1 Gbit/s
Singapore

(d) Heating, 300 Mbit/s
USA-Charlotte

(e) Master, 250 Mbit/s
DEU-Karlsruhe

Figure 8: Histograms of runtimes for each module in the world-wide long distance co-simulation test LD-2.
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